
COOPERATION AGREEMENT

concluded on 2nd June 2022 in Opole,

between:

Institute of Telecommunications and Global Information Space, with its registered Office in Kiev,

031-86 Kiev, Solomianskyi District, 13 Chokolovsky Boulevard, code USREOU: 26O22OSL, represented

by Trofimchuk Aleksander Nikolajewicz, PhD Dsc, Eng - Director of the Institute of Telecommunications

and Global Information Space

hereinafter referred to as the "lnstitute"

and

Opofe University of Technology with its registered office in Opole, 45-7Sg Opole, ul. pr6szkowska 76,

NIP [Tax lD] 75400081-09, REGON [National Business Registry Number]: OOOOOL73L, represented by

Marcin Lorenc, PhD Dsc, Eng - Rector of opole University of Technology

hereinafter referred to as the "OUTech",

hereinafter jointly referred to as the "parties,,,

the following Agreement was concluded:

5r.

1. The parties are willing to establish close cooperation in the field of:

1) organizing and conducting joint training, meetings, seminars, conferences;

2) participation in projects of a scientific and innovative nature;

3) making joint efforts to create a system of dual doctoral degrees;

4) internships for academic stafi

5) joint applications for external funds for R&D development.



2. As part of the Agreement, the parties may also undertake other types of cooperation in

addition to those mentioned above, the form of which will be determined each time in the

course of ongoing cooperation.

Sz.

1'. lmplementation of the provisions of the Agreement, especially those leading to incurring

property liabilities, will be carried out through separate arrangements, initiated as needed and

conducted under the terms and in accordance with the provisions of applicable law.

2. The specific rights and obligations of the Parties to this Agreement shall be specified in each

contract to be concluded.

5s.

t. The Parties agree that for the purpose of proper substantive organization and coordination of

cooperation, consultative meetings of representatives of the Parties will be held.

2. The following persons are designated as the contact persons for the implementation of the

contract:

1) from the OUTech - PhD Serhii Lupenko

2) from the Institute

3. Changes to the persons listed in paragraph 2 do not require an amendment to the Agreement

and may be made on the basis of written information provided to the other Party.

5+.

7. The Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signing.

2. The agreemtn is valid for a period of 5 years.

3. Termination of the Agreement shall not affect the implementation of projects and programs

agreed upon during its term and in the implementation stage unless the Parties make joint

decisions on this matter.

4. Amendments and additions to the contract may be made with the consent of both Parties,

only in writing.



5. Each of the Parties shall be entitled to terminate the Agreement by giving on months' notice.

The notice of termination must be made in writing.

6. The Agreement had been drawn up in two counterparts in Polish, Ukrainian and English, one

for each Party.
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